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I’ve been silent the last few months simply observing the propaganda news. I’m not going to
recommend any stocks or investment strategies because I don’t believe the markets are
honest. I believe that at least 30% of liquid assets should be held in gold/silver until things
normalize. Physical metal in your personal possession is key. For IRA money consider CEF, PHYS,
and a few others that hold 100% allocated metals. Do not use pool accounts or GLD unless
you’re a trader. You can use GoldMoney for transactional holdings www.goldmoney.com
I don’t believe the US dollar will go to zero or that the stock market will collapse 80%. I don’t
know what will happen. I do know there’s reason to be very cautious because near everything
we’re told is false. I am not a Trump supporter because I don’t see the guy as having any plan
whatsoever. That’s not a putdown because I don’t have an answer either.
I think it’s important to understand the extent of the media lies. Then you won’t feel the need
to get confirmation from celebrity types before taking protective action. Understand this, they
don’t care about you.
Big Change is Coming
Over that past several years we’ve heard predictions by smart people popular in the alternative
media that the dollar is doomed and the end is nigh. The establishment people scoff at that
idea and rightly say that no other currency has the financial depth and reach of the dollar. Both
are right. I do think the evidence is right before us that something big is about to happen.
I think both the alternative and establishment economists are making a mistake in seeing the
change as a linear sequence of events like past financial evolutions. It’s more likely to be
transformational where a break occurs and the old way is diminished but continues to operate.
There’s good reason to think this way.
I was one of the first commentators to state the markets are not real. Today we have leading
establishment financial people saying that all the major markets are rigged. Bill Gross is one but
the list of hedge fund guys and economists is quite long who openly state that governments are
manipulating the markets. Ask yourself why. The conventional thinking is they are trying to
prevent a market accident that could result in a stock market crash, a derivatives blow-up, or a
series of banking failures. Thus central bank interventions are needed they say until economic
growth returns and markets can then be re-allowed to float. I think the real reason is because
the US economic data is fraudulent. The GDP, jobs numbers, growth projections – all bogus. The
markets are being held in stasis for the election.
43 million Americans are on food stamps. 95 million people of working age have dropped out of
the labor force. 50% of young people aged 25-34 are living with their parents because they
can’t earn an independent living. DC tells us the unemployment rate is 4.8% which is impossible

considering the above disheartening facts. Corporations are buying their own stock because
there’s nowhere to invest their earned capital. This has all the markings of an imminent social
collapse.
At this time my S&P500 timing model is still in the stock market. In 2001 and 2008 the markets
were brought down near the presidential election. This is the logical timing because it can’t hurt
a lame duck president or the newly elected. This time the economic lies are bigger, the market
is higher, governments are buying stocks and bonds, and the markets are rigged. A stock
market collapse this time means a total loss of confidence in the leadership. Once the election
is over, it will likely deflate and the economic reality will hit hard. That will be the beginning.

Currency Changes Ahead
Some expect the International Monetary Fund to offer an SDR backed world currency that will
take pressure off individual currencies. On the fringe there are expectations of a gold-backed
Chinese Yuan that will take world reserve currency status away from the dollar.
You can see that what’s coming is extremely negative for the United States. The Washington
crowd is in a state of abject fear. We only have to look at the collusion of the major media with
the DC establishment to see that they’ve pulled out all the stops and are openly manipulating
public perception to maintain control of power in the hands of the rich US elites. They aren’t
afraid of Donald Trump the man. They are afraid he’s the beginning of a shift away from the
two political parties and dissolution of control by the wealthy costal elites. You can see this is
true from their own statements and the actions of the media.

The Clintons are corrupt beyond any doubt. The Clinton Foundation is a phony charity;
essentially a political slush fund that gives away less than 5% of its donations to charitable
causes. Her email scandal and selling of US government State Department approvals for
personal self enrichment has been well documented.
The Intercept Online News https://theintercept.com hosts journalist Glenn Greenwald and has
fantastic exposes we never read about elsewhere. John Boehner goes to work as a lobbyist for
China, naked stock shorting, Clinton Foundation corruption and many more. It’s a fantastic
source of what’s really going on in the world.
The Clintons used Bill Clinton’s speech revenue scam as the intermediary for Hillary selling
government favors. Why won’t the major media cover these frauds against the public? The
government refuses to prosecute over-the-top criminality. Why?
Bankers like JP Morgan, Wells Fargo, Citi etc are engaged in repeated actions of criminal fraud
against the entire world and not one banker is prosecuted as mega billions of fines are levied on
these corporations. Why?
Look at Hillary’s own words. She was recently interviewed by NBC’s Matt Lauer. He went off
script and actually asked her some real questions about her email scandal. After the show she
reportedly went on a screaming tirade and demanded that he be fired.
http://victuruslibertas.com/2016/09/temper-temper-killary-goes-on-rampage-for-over-anhour-throwing-glass-at-staffers-head/
Hillary’s meltdown included throwing a water glass at a staffer- narrowly missing her head,
and demanding Matt Lauer be fired! She was overheard threatening executives at NBC
saying “If I lose, we all go down and that Fascist Fuck will have us swinging from nooses!
What the fuck is wrong with you idiots?”
She screamed at her own staffer, Donna Brazile:
You stare at the wall like a brain dead buffalo, while letting fucking Lauer get away with this
betrayal? Get the fuck to work janitoring this mess- do I make myself clear???
Matt Lauer receives a $25 million annual salary and lives in a $36 million dollar mansion. Walter
Cronkite he ain’t.
https://pagesix.com/2016/06/24/matt-lauer-buys-richard-geres-36m-hamptons-compound/
NBC helicopters him to work into NY each morning. No wonder Hillary was angry. He’s in the
club and he “betrayed” her by asking a real question. That’s why these media front men are
paid so much money – to play along with the agenda.
Mounting evidence shows that Hillary Clinton has suffered severe brain damage. As president
she would control nuclear weapons. Her strange behavior demands a medical explanation but
we get nothing from her campaign and no demands from the establishment media.

http://williamengdahl.com/englishNEO24Aug2016.php
Nothing, however, shows the corruption of the media like Hillary’s recent speech to a crowd in
Greensboro, NC. She wasn’t really there. They green screened her into the scene and the proof
is unequivocal. Look at his page which explains it in detail.
http://www.washingtonsblog.com/2016/09/3-2-minute-videos-hillary-clinton-915-greensboronc-speech-without-present-every-cell-phone-recording-disappears-talking-prepared.html
Also look at the second video clip where she’s standing in front of the flag background. Stop the
video at the 1:15 mark and slowly advance. This is what you’ll see.

And then …

This is proof that her image is a green screen overlay over the video taken in the hall. Her image
feed is breaking up due to an encoding loss. You’ll sometimes see this effect on the evening
local weather report where the meteorologist is always standing in front of a green screen. Plus
none of cell phones being held up show her on the stage – she isn’t there.

This can only happen with the cooperation of the major media. They’re all in cahoots to protect
her candidacy despite her corruption and obvious severe health problems. They all know she
can’t climb stairs and has no energy. An ambulance with yellow flashing lights follows her
campaign motorcades. Before a delayed local speech she was in a private tent for an hour with
a medical crew. Hillary lashed out at Alex Jones’ Infowars for pointing it out. He simply stated
what everybody else in the media already knows.
http://www.infowars.com/hillary-motorcade-has-ambulance-escort/

The major media in America is totally corrupt. Near everything you read in the NY Times and on
TV is pure propaganda. It’s a “wag the dog” manipulation of public perception for the sake of
maintaining control. The establishment is terrified of the changes about to happen.
EVERYTHING they tell you must be questioned.
That control is slipping away. John Kerry as Secretary of State signed a cease fire with Russia to
stop the war in Syria. A couple days later two F16 fighters and A10 planes shot up a Syrian
military base killing 65 Syria soldiers and wounding 100. This was an attempt to ruin the cease
fire and hit directly at President Obama’s authority. Secretary of Defense Ash Carter likely
ordered the attack in defiance of the president. Russia asked on the UN floor, “Who is in charge
of the US military?.” It isn’t Obama, that’s for sure.
http://www.opednews.com/articles/Rogue-Mission-Did-the-Pen-by-Mike-WhitneyBombing_Neocons_Pentagon_Putin-160920-49.html
Here’s what is really going on. The US military is run by fanatic neocons and Obama probably
isn’t in control. They’re threatening Russia and China and trying to provoke a war. They need
this now because if Trump takes over he’ll shut them down. If they can’t rig the election for
Clinton then they want Trump to inherit a situation that he can’t control. Russia and China are

trying to avoid being dragged into a conflict where America can proclaim “aggression”. I expect
the baiting to only escalate.
These realities aren’t lost on the rest of the world. I expect to see a break between Europe and
America and then a formal policy shift eastward to Asia. That’s where Europe’s bread is
buttered and that’s the future of world trade. China is offering third world nations an
alternative source of funding away from the corrupt IMF with its austerity and looting strategy
that has served American business interests so well for forty years. It’s going to end.
Russia and China are offering Asia the “One Path One Road” concept sometimes called The New
Silk Road. It’s the integration of growing economies into broad trade agreements where the
United States has no input. This enormous shift in global economic power means the unipolar
era of America dominance is over. This and energy politics is why the US is threatening
Russia/China, over-throwing governments, and generally causing chaos in the Middle East.
Destabilized nations are too weak to take sides.
All that’s needed now is a currency shift that will cut the legs off the US by destroying its dollar
domination. In the first week of September the G20 nations met in China. Changes were made
to the SDR currency basket bringing in China and reducing the US percentage. It goes into effect
on October 1st. This is the first step.
On Oct. 7, 2016, the IMF will hold its annual meeting in Washington, D.C., to consider
additional steps to expand the role of SDRs and make China an integral part of the new world
money order.
Over the next several years, we will see the issuance of SDRs to transnational organizations,
such as the U.N. and World Bank, to be spent on climate change infrastructure and other elite
pet projects outside the supervision of any democratically elected bodies. (I call this the New
Blueprint for Worldwide Inflation.)
Thereafter, the international monetary elite will await the next global liquidity crisis. When
that crisis arrives, there will be massive issuances of SDRs to return liquidity to the world and
cause global inflation. The result will be the end of the dollar as the leading global reserve
currency.
Based on past practice, we can expect that the dollar will be devalued by 50–80% in the
coming years.
http://dailyreckoning.com/timetable-dollars-demise/
All this turmoil and war could have been avoided if America’s leadership had acted smart.
Instead we got Dick Cheney and the neocons and now can’t get rid of them. We lost the rule of
law and our political leadership was corrupted.

Hillary represents the Coastal Elites. Sick or dying, it's too late to get anyone else. She's deeply
enmeshed in the money and corruption - she's one of them. If elected, she'll be in permanent
medical care, propped up in a chair or standing with a brace to make pronouncements. Who
really runs the government will be unknown. The lie factory media is ok with that.
I'm amazed that the nation is so passive. The Fed is using fiat money to buy bonds (worthless
iou's) to prop up phony markets. People will look back at these days and wonder with
astonishment why nobody acted to protect themselves.
Change is here. Financially, it should be gradual but relentless. Politically it must happen faster
because China and Russia need to derail US war plans. We’ll never hear about these things from
the US media so the effect will hit most Americans one day like a punch in the face. The rest of
the world, like Elvis, will already have left the building.
Best regards,
Tom Gleason
The Gleason Report

